The twentieth edition of FIDAE was held from April 3 to 8, 2018 in the presence of the aerospace, defence and security industry's major players, who exhibited their latest developments for 6 days, transforming FIDAE into the global epicenter for technological and scientific development.

This is demonstrated by the outstanding presence of civil authorities from the private and governmental world, the large attendance to the different official conferences and multiple meetings scheduled by the participants, which grant FIDAE the title of being Latin America's main business platform in its 6 exhibition fields. In this regard, the introduction of European SMEs through Business Beyond Borders and the B2B y C2C meetings stood out at the event.

Regarding the air show carried out during the weekend, FIDAE once again evidenced its capacity to gather families around state-of-the-art developments from the aerospace industry, succeeding in contributing to the aeronautical awareness of the country.
59 Participating countries.

533 Exhibiting companies.

40 Exhibiting countries.

525 Trade delegations from 34 countries with a total of 3,077 people.

4 New exhibitors countries: Finland, Ukraine, Belarus & Portugal.

4 THEMATIC PAVILIONS:
Chile Pavilion
Civil Aviation Pavilion
Space Pavilion
RPAS (UAVs) Pavilion
8 Exhibition halls.

29 Chalets.

21,800 Sqm of indoor exhibition.

91,000 Sqm of outdoor exhibition.

11 Official conferences with more of 2,557 participants.

The European SMEs Pavilion was introduced for the first time, and had 840 B2B and C2C meetings, with 40 participating countries and more than 8,000 visits to its web page.

Over 2,500 meetings held during the commercial exhibition.
138 Aircraft.

Flight exhibitions take offs: 125.
Flight demonstration take offs: 45.

89 Service companies attending the fair.

1,761 Registered journalists.

123,189 General public.

31,084 Professional public.

SOCIAL MEDIA FOLLOWERS:
Instagram: 10,800
Facebook: 34,165
Twitter: 6,464
Youtube: 16,590
SAVE THE DATE!
FIDAE 2020
Space Reserved: 30%.

INTERNATIONAL AIR & SPACE FAIR
AEROSPACE - DEFENCE - SECURITY

March 31 – April 5
Arturo Merino Benitez Airport, Santiago Chile
www.fidae.cl

Exhibitors from Latin America v/s Rest of the World
Latin America 41%
Rest of the World 59%

Exhibiting Companies by Continents
Africa 1%
Oceania 1%
Europe 29%
America 65%
Asia 4%

Exhibitors from Chile v/s Rest of the World
Chile 28%
Rest of the World 72%

Exhibiting Companies by Fields
Aircraft Maintenance 9%
Space Technology 10%
Others 16%
Civil-Commercial Aviation 22%
Defence 33%
Homeland Security 7%
Airport Equipment & Services 3%